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Varanasi’s breakthroughs extend to products associated with his other research interests as well. He investigates interfacial and transport phenomena, or what occurs when two different phases (solid, ...

Chemical engineering alumnus recognized with Samuel Rosen Memorial Award from AOCS
NASA said Thursday that it'll commission a team to start studying UFOs -- the exact term is actually unidentified aerial phenomena (UAPs ... encounters pilots and other uniformed men and women ...

NASA to study UFOs, or unidentified aerial phenomena
Can you make a homemade water blob? A. You can make a homemade blob with a tarp, duct tape and other materials. Still, it takes a lot of effort and won’t be as durable as those made by ...

Water blobs are the phenomenon this summer
Of the more than 800 FRBs discovered to date, only one other has a similar persistent ... what conditions produce them and whether the same phenomenon that produces FRBs is responsible for ...

Newly discovered fast radio burst challenges what astronomers know about these powerful astronomical phenomena
In the letter, Birkeland expresses concern about what she calls the "transgender phenomenon, where an increasing number of children are seeking to be identified as something other than their ...

LGBT group decries Utah lawmaker's letter over 'transgender phenomenon' in schools
(CNN)NASA is putting a team together to study unidentified aerial phenomena, popularly known ... approach the UAP study like they would any other science study -- taking a field that is poor ...

NASA is assembling a team to gather data on unidentifiable events in the sky
John’s three adult kids are his main backup, but the squabbling siblings are almost as likely to shoot each other as they are trespassers. But for all the bloody battles and family intrigue ...

Why Taylor Sheridan’s ‘Yellowstone’ Has Become Such a Phenomenon
It’s not gonna be the last time, it’s never gonna be,” said Jungkook, the youngest of the seven members of BTS at one of their last concerts.

BTS finds new dream - to evolve, grow, learn as people and return
For decades, NASA has always been either secretive or dismissive of the UFO phenomenon but they can ... careful not to step on anybody's toes from other branches of government.

NASA creates the first public task force to study the UFO phenomenon
In the constantly changing online gaming world, there is a vertical which has been shown to have an upwards trajectory: esports. Once considered just the latest phenomenon in gaming, esports has now ...

RETAbet and Oddin.gg: a vision for the future of esports
NASA said Thursday that it'll commission a team to start studying UFOs -- the exact term is actually unidentified aerial phenomena (UAPs ... explained the details about encounters pilots and other ...
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